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3D geologic map of the Flynn Creek impact structure. View to the east-northeast.
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Introduction and Stratigraphy The Flynn Creek impact structure (Fig. 1) is located in Jackson County, Tennessee, USA (36°17’ N, 85°40’ W) along the Eastern Highland Rim physiographic province. The structure was first noted as a disturbance by Stafford (1869), and later mapped and interpreted as a pre-Chattanooga sinkhole by Lusk (1927, 1935). Later mapping by Wilson and Born (1936) led the authors to refute this hypothesis and favor a crypto-volcanic mechanism and propose the asymmetric crater had a diameter of 3.2 km (2 mi). Detailed surface and subsurface research by Roddy (1964, 1966, 1968, 1977a, 1977b, 1979) and Wilson and Roddy (1990) described the crater as a 3.8 km diameter complex impact crater, with a central uplift and terraced (collapsed) crater rim. Putting aside morphology as circumstantial evidence, confirmation of an impact origin came with the discovery of shatter cones in Knox Group (Fig. 2) exposed in the central uplift (Roddy, 1977b). Planar features in quartz and enhanced micro-deformation in calcite have also been reported (Roddy, 1977b), but no detailed petrographic information has been published (Koeberl and Anderson, 1996). The crater fill was categorized by Wilson and Roddy (1990), but their descriptions do not collaborate well with current field exposures. Therefore, the crater fill has been separated into four categories (called the Flynn Creek Formation): nonbedded breccia, bedded breccia, coarse-grained dolomitic sandstone, and fine-grained dolomite. The Formation is only found within the crater and the overall thickness is unknown, but drilling data estimate it is over 111 m (365 ft) thick (Roddy 1964, 1977b, 1979; Wilson and Roddy, 1990).
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Figure 1. Geologic map of the Flynn Creek impact structure with stop locations.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic column of the rocks exposed in the Gainesboro quadrangle. (Adapted from Wilson and Roddy, 1990). Non-bedded breccia is the basal breccia unit found in the impact structure and it is predominantly composed of angular and unsorted limestone with minor dolomite and chert clasts up to .3 m (1 ft) in diameter. It is typically light- to dark-gray, and has a fineto coarse-grained carbonate matrix. The lower unexposed sections of the unit should have larger clasts sizes, but no larger clasts have been found in outcrop. Brecciated outcrops were not considered to be breccia and may have been called mega-breccia by Wilson and Roddy (1990). Overlying the non-bedded breccia is the bedded breccia. It is an angular and unsorted breccia composed of limestone, minor dolomite, chert, and shale clasts that are 3



up to .1 m (.3 ft) in diameter. The unit is light-brown to dark-gray in color and has a fineto coarse-grained, carbonate matrix (Wilson and Roddy, 1990). Calcite, bitumen, quartz, barite, sphalerite, minor gypsum, and hydrothermal dolomite have been found in sections of breccia where bedding is less apparent or possibly fragmented by hydrothermal fluid. The breccia is locally crossbedded inferring a marine depositional environment. Total thickness is unknown. This unit is inferred to represent the crater infilling soon after impact. A localized disconformity can be found at the top of the unit, but is not always very pronounced. Coarse-grained dolomitic sandstone is composed of reworked and sorted dolomite and carbonate breccia that are light-brown or yellow to dark-gray. It is fine- to coarsegrained, locally crossbedded, and medium- to thick-bedded. Weather exposures occasionally look vesicular due to the weathering of carbonate clasts. This vesicular weathering pattern, which is parallel to the Chattanooga Shale and Fort Payne Formation, is commonly tilted and confirms post-Fort Payne crater modification. The unit is commonly ~3-6 m (10-20 ft) thick and has a sharp upper contact with the fine-grained dolomite. Fine-grained dolomite is light-brown to medium-gray, laminated to thin-bedded dolomite. It is locally conformable with the Chattanooga Shale and is up to 3 m (10 ft) thick. The gradational contact also indicates the impact was Upper Devonian. Coarsegrained dolomitic sandstone and fine-grained dolomite are interpreted as fallback and ejecta that was washed into the crater following impact. The large proportion of dolomite in the upper section of the Flynn Creek Formation suggests that it was fallback and ejecta because the target was carbonate-dominated and the minor amount of dolomite in the Nashville and Stones River Groups would not as readily vaporize near the boundary of the initial impact. Also, the limited spatial and inferred temporal position of the two nonbreccia units with respect to the Chattanooga Shale and the underlying breccia units indicates these units were not deposited as a result of regional or tectonic forces. The Flynn Creek impact occurred ~360 Ma (± 20 Ma), which corresponds with the initial deposition of the Chattanooga Shale (Roddy, 1968, 1979). The impact age is possibly going to be adjusted to 382 Ma based on fossil evidence in the breccias (i.e., Huddle, 1963; Schieber and Over, 2004). Field mapping also recognized: 1) fracture
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patterns in the Flynn Creek Formation are similar to Devonian fracture sets; 2) a gradational contact between the basal Chattanooga Shale and the uppermost unit in the Flynn Creek Formation (fine-grained dolomite); 3) hydrothermal dolomite in the crater rim and fill; 4) Chattanooga Shale clasts reworked into the basal member of the Chattanooga Shale near the modified crater rim; and 5) rare impact breccia clasts with possible Chattanooga Shale affinity. This new information, along with the previously confirmed thickened Chattanooga Shale sequence and Devonian conodonts within the basal impact breccias, strongly constrains the impact age to the Upper Devonian. Target rocks were all Ordovician with the possible exception of the Chattanooga Shale (Evenick et al., 2004). The confirmed target rocks range from the Knox Group through Catheys-Leipers Formation. Almost all rim exposures consist of CatheysLeipers Formation, while central uplift exposures are primarily Knox and Stones River Groups. Although there is limited rock outcrop in the area, there are exposed surface faults, folds, and large outcrops of impact breccia within the crater. Following impact in the Upper Devonian, Flynn Creek crater was filled with dark marine mud that later became the Chattanooga Shale. In this region, the Chattanooga Shale is typically ~6 m (20 ft) thick, but in the Flynn Creek structure it is over ~60 m (200 ft). The shale was subsequently overlain by the Lower Mississippian Fort Payne and Upper Mississippian Warsaw Limestone (Wilson and Roddy, 1990), which now cap the ridges in the Flynn Creek area. Later, this area was uplifted during the late Paleozoic and led to the partial exposure of the buried structure. Take I-40W for 142 km (88 mi) from Knoxville, TN to exit 280 (West of Cookeville, TN) and turn right (North) on Route 56. Continue 12.6 km (7.8 mi) and turn left (West) on Flynn Creek Road. Proceed 2.3 km (1.4 mi) to stop 1. Pull off on right side and be cautious of traffic. Stop 1. Devonian-Mississippian Section outside the Crater Here one can view exposures and contact of Upper Devonian Chattanooga Shale and Lower Mississippian Fort Payne Formation in the undisturbed strata outside of the crater (Fig. 3). The Fort Payne (Fig. 4) consists of interbedded siltstone, shale, limestone, and dolomite, with lenses of chert (the Fort Payne Formation is often locally referred to as the Fort Payne Chert). At the base of the Fort Payne is a greenish-gray to buff 5



colored shale known as the Maury Shale. The Chattanooga Shale is a dark gray to black, fissile, pyritic shale that contains a thin bentonite layer near the middle of the unit. Outside the crater, the Chattanooga Shale is ~6 m thick; however, the post-impact deposition of Chattanooga Shale resulted in thicknesses of over 60 m inside the Flynn Creek impact structure. Proceed 2.1 km (1.3 mi) on Flynn Creek Road to stop 2. Pull off on right side.



Stop 2. Ordovician Section outside the Crater Here we view an exposure of Middle-Upper Ordovician Catheys-Leipers Formation (Upper Nashville/Trenton Group). Note that the Leipers and Catheys Formations were mapped in the area as one unit because they are lithologically identical. Proceed ~0.3 km (0.2 mi) on Flynn Creek Road. Turn right onto Peters Hollow Road and travel for ~0.2 km (0.1 mi) down a gravel road to a gate. Approximately 40-50 m (131-164 ft) ahead on the left is an old chimney. Park and walk north about 50 m (164 ft) toward the hillside to the entrance of Wave cave. Note: Wave cave is on private property and permission must be obtained from the landowner prior to entry.



Figure 3. Outcrop of the Chattanooga Shale outside the crater. 6



Figure 4. Outcrop of the Fort Payne Chert (top) and Maury Shale (bottom). Both units are included in the Fort Payne Formation. Stop 3. Modified Crater Rim and Wave Cave Wave cave (Fig. 5) lies in the Catheys-Leipers Formation and is located in the outermost concentric fault that defines the modified crater. The cave has formed in a west-verging anticline, with a north-south axial trend. Bedding along the western and eastern limbs are oriented approximately N6°E, 61°NW and N4°W, 28°NE, respectively. Approximately 43 m (140 ft) of passageway has formed along the axis of the anticline, due to preferential weathering of axial extensional fractures. Near the end of the cave, two side crawls lead into a large (~6 x 12 m [20 x 40 ft]) room that has developed parallel to the strike of bedding on the western limb of the anticline. An unusual inverted breakout dome is forming on the western side of this room due to gravitational collapse along bedding planes.
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The proximity of this anticline to the Flynn Creek structure and the lack of tectonic deformation in the vicinity argue that this fold was formed as a result of impact. Roddy (1979) suggested that this anticline was the manifestation of a normal listric fault at depth just beneath the surface, along which the transient crater wall collapsed, but the cave is more likely related to a back thrust (Fig. 6). Return to Flynn Creek Road. Turn right, heading north for ~0.3 km (0.2 mi) to Stop 4. Pull off on the left side of the road. Carefully cross the road to an ephemeral stream bed. Follow the stream bed for ~10 m to the entrance of Birdwell cave. Note: Birdwell cave is on private property and permission must be obtained from the landowner prior to entry.



Figure 5. Entrance to Wave cave, along the eastern modified crater rim.
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Figure 6. Structural models for Wave cave. A) Normal fault model from Roddy (1979). Note that the model does not balance nor take asymmetry into account. B) A new interpretation of Wave cave. Most normal faults that define the crater’s modified crater rim are associated with a breached anticline, suggesting the region beyond the transient crater is first uplifted via thrusting during the initial excavation phase and later inverted during the final crater development and modification phases. 9



Stop 4. Eastern Modified Crater Rim and Birdwell Cave Now we are standing in the modified eastern rim where hydrothermal dolomite has been identified for the first time in Tennessee within the Nashville Group. Minor faults and possible diagenetic or hydrothermal features (Fig. 7) are also present in the outcrop. Like many other caves found in the Catheys-Leipers Formation, Birdwell cave (Fig. 8) has formed parallel to a modified crater fault. Like Wave cave, Birdwell cave is oriented almost approximately north-south, perpendicular to the center of impact structure and likely perpendicular to the maximum stress. As you enter Birdwell, notice the development of the box-shaped cross section was made by the dissolution and subsequent collapse along bedding intersections. A small cobble-filled crawlway leads from the left-hand side of the cave near the rear for tens of meters to the north. Proceed 0.8 km (0.5 mi) on Flynn Creek Road to stop 5. Pull off on left side and be cautious of traffic around the curve in the road. While driving, take note of a syncline in a cut bank exposed across a small field to the left, and two faults on the right side of the road near the bend in the road. You have just entered the transient crater.
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Figure 7. Exposure of the Catheys-Leipers Formation displaying boudinage that may be evidence for diagentic dewatering or post-impact hydrothermal alteration.
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Figure 8. Entrance to Birdwell cave along the eastern modified crater rim. Stop 5. Impact Breccia and Transient Crater Here we will view bedded- and non-bedded breccias within the transient crater. The breccia contains mainly carbonate clasts derived from the Nashville Group, but rare shale and dolomite clasts can also be found in the breccias along with minor calcite and bitumen (Figs. 9-11). In some places, calcite veins, hydrothermal dolomite, slickensides, and bedding transposition are visible. Wilson and Roddy (1990) recognized three major types of breccia (bedded, nonbedded and mega-) in the crater, with several subtypes. The breccias are typically poorly sorted and contain angular limestone and dolomite clasts derived from the Nashville, Stones River, and Knox Groups. Some of the breccias, however, contain minor black shale clasts that are probably of Chattanooga Shale (Upper Devonian) affinity and do not appear to contain any limestone or dolomite clasts (Evenick et al., 2004).
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Thin sections from bedded and non-bedded breccia have revealed minor linear inclusion planes (LIPs) sets, possible minor spot melt at grain boundaries, rare flow textures, pre-impact stylolites, and sub-grain development (Evenick et al., 2004). The LIPs and subgrain development may be related to post-impact deformation or hydrothermal interaction. Proceed ~1.0 km (0.6 mi) on Flynn Creek Road to stop 6. Pull off on left side and be cautious of traffic especially near the eastern side of the roadcut.



Figure 9. Typical non-bedded impact breccia with carbonate and dolomitic clasts.
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Figure 10. Impact breccia with non-calcareous matrix and various types of clasts.



Figure 11. Impact breccia showing black argillaceous and micritic clasts.
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Stop 6. Central Uplift At this stop, we examine exposures along the northern flank of the Flynn Creek central uplift (Fig. 12). Here, exposures of Stones River and Knox Groups have been structurally uplifted by as much as 450 m above their normal stratigraphic positions. Net movement of the central uplift was inward and upward as the central jet (Fig. 13) developed. Roadcut exposures and stream bank outcrops along the northern flank are dominated by westward-dipping Stones River Group limestones with minor interbedded shales (Roddy, 1968; 1977b). Farther east, what has been described as a “chaotic breccia zone” (Roddy, 1968) separates westward-dipping from eastward-dipping strata. These exposures, in addition to drilling data (Roddy, 1977b) suggest that the central uplift is asymmetric, with overall movement from west to east along major thrust faults. Exposed megablocks are separated by sharp fault contacts and monomictic breccias (Fig. 14). Additional work in Hawkins Impact cave, the only known cave in a central uplift in the world, suggests that the central uplift is significantly different in character to the south. A larger number of megablocks with more variable displacements occur closer to the core of the central uplift (Milam et al., 2006). Proceed 1 km (0.6 mi) on Flynn Creek Road to stop 7. Pull off on left side near the intersection.



Figure 12. Photo mosaic of the Stone River Group exposed along Flynn Creek Road on the western part of the central uplift. The center of the mosaic is roughly north. (Photo mosaic created by K. Milam).
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Figure 13. Model of central uplift formation illustrated by the central jet of water rising upward (e-g) following impact (a-d) and the subsequently destabilizing (h) and collapse of the central jet creating an inner ring (i). (Photo sequence by R. B. Baldwin, from Melosh, 1989).
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Figure 14. Impact (fault-related) breccia exposed on the northern flank of the central uplift. Photo width is approximately .3 m (1 ft). (Photo taken by K. Milam).
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Stop 7. Impact Breccia/Chattanooga Shale Contact On the northern side of the road lies more impact breccia that is similar to that viewed at stop 5; however, this bedded breccia appears to be locally vesicular due to the weathering of carbonate clasts. Here, bedded-breccia is overlain disconformably by dolomitic sandstone and fine-grained dolomitic units that are in gradation contact with the Chattanooga Shale (figs. 15 and 16). Proceed 1.8 km (1.1 mi) on Flynn Creek Road to stop 8. Pull off on right side.



Stop 8. Northwestern Modified Crater Rim This stop lies along the northwestern modified crater rim of the Flynn Creek impact structure. As with the crater rim elsewhere, this roadcut is extensively faulted and contains collapsed caves which can be identified by the associated travertine and speleothems (Fig. 17). Following these exposures farther to the northwest, we notice that the westward-dipping strata are again flat-lying.



End of Trip.
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Figure 15. Disconformity between a dolomitic bedded breccia that contains dolomitic and limestone clasts (bottom) and a localized dolomitic sandstone (top).
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Figure 16. Gradational contact between a fine-grained dolomite (bottom) and the Chattanooga Shale (top). Picture is taken 30 m (100 ft) west of Figure 15.
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Figure 17. Collapse cave along Flynn Creek Road indicating fault or fracture systems associated with the western modified crater rim.
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